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1 percent of BOG faclilty support strike
n1on may
e five-day
tice today

·Rives: Students will receive
full class credit and grades

I

By JILL BAUTER
Senior reporter
The university intends to give
lr6~~)lJl~JP.ll.cr!!&il.tQvS!illl.YV.l~.,

With a 71 percent approval from
faculty at all five Board of
overnors universities, Mitch
el, president of the University
fessionals of Illinois, said he
· file an intent to, strike as soon
is necessary, which will probably
Thursday.
"It's a formality that to go on
· ·e you have to issue a five-day
tent to strike," Vogel said
esday.
If the union files the intent to
le Thursday, the union can
'ke as early as Tuesday. Algh Vogel said he feels the vote
indicative that the faculty are
y to strike as soon as necessary,
el said, '~We . will certainly not
on strike until after mediation,
'ch begins Tuesday."
The five-day intent to strike
· e is required by law to be filed
least five days before a union can
· e, according to Vogel. How, the intent to strike lasts indefily.
The University Professionals of
· ois announced Wednesday 71
t of faculty casting ballots at
five Board of Governors uni'ties authorized UPI executives
call for a strike if mediation fails.
Barbara Stott, assistant to the
sident of . the University
fessionals of Illinois, said 75
ent of the faculty at Eastern,
·cago State, Governors State,
heastern and Western - the
e schools in the Board of
ernors system - cast ballots in
two-day vote, which occurred
nday and Tuesday on all five
puses.

DAN KOONCE/Photo editor
President Rives details for local media at a press conference
Wednesday how Eastern and the Board of Governors would handle a
possible faculty strike.
Overall, 1,376 faculty members
voted at all five BOG universities,
according to Michelle Brazell,
BOG spokeswoman. Of the faculty
voting, 974 voted yes and 402
voted no for a strike if mediation
fails, she said.
The University Professionals of
Illinois, which represents the faculty at all five BOG universities, have
been negotiating with the Board of
Governors since this summer. The
faculty at all five universities have

been working under an ixte;;ded
contract since Sept. 1, when the
contract originally expired.
The union is requesting an equity
package of $8 million over three
years to bring BOG faculty salaries
up to the national norms. Salaries at
Eastern are on average 15 percent
less than the national average comparative to public universities in the
United States.
The union also wants faculty

• Continued on page 2

in the event of a faculty strike,
President Stan Rives said
Wednesday at a press conference.
Rives held the conference to
answer questions about various
aspects of the university's handling of a possible strike.
Rives said Eastern 's objectives in the event of a faculty
strike are to grant "full academic credit for students for the fall
semester ... to remain open and
operational if that is possible
and ... to maintain good relationships with faculty, with whom
we shall have a continuing interaction and upon whom we
depend to deliver the basic product of this institution - education."
As he has said in the past,
specific actions the university
will take depend on if and when
the strike occurs, how many faculty members participate in the
strike and other uncertain factors. Rives added that many specific questions cannot be
answered without that information and that contingency planning will continue.
However, several specific
procedures were outlined by
Rives:
• The university intends to
grant students full er.edit and
grades.
'
• If credits are granted, tuition
refunds will not be given.
• If a teacher is on strike, the

final grade for that class "may
be delayed should there be a
strike, but grades will eventually
be posted on a student's trans~ii~l',' lkYfe:,ssi-.illi.
• If residence halls close,
refunds will be made on a prorata basis. Therefore, if the
residence halls close for three
days, a refund will be given for
the three days, he said.
• Faculty and administrators
participating in a strike will not
be paid during the time they are
away from their duties.
• The attendance policies in
classes will still be determined
by the instructor of each class.
The faculty at Eastern and the
other four BOG universities Chicago State, Governors State,
Northeastern and Western have been working under a contract extension since the previous contract expired on Sept. 1.
A mediator has been selected
and mediation between the UPI
and the BOG has been postponed until Tuesday because of
scheduling conflicts.
Now that the UPI has voted to
. authorize a strike if mediation
fails, Rives said the union must
file a five-day notice of an
intent to strike and, after having
attempted mediation, prove it to
be unsuccessful before initiating
a strike.
The central issue ofthe negotiations is "clearly understood" to
b.e faculty salary equity, said
Rives, citing figures confirming
that faculty salaries at Eastern are
16 percent below national norms
at comparable universities.

., Continued on page 2

oice candidates sweep Student Senate elections
ELLIOTT PEPPERS
ent government editor

The student government elections
nesday faced a disappointing turnout at
polls, said Jill Pfeiffer, elections chair.
"The polls went pretty slow; we're not
py with it," Pfeiffer said. "I think the
ents are paying more attention to the
· e than student government right now."
All elected senate positions are members
the Voice party. Elected to on-campus
sitions are R.J. Wood, Nick Falcetta,
i Harmon, Luke A. Neumann, James
Christian and Shirley VonBokel.
Off-campus winners include Matt
ider and Paul Azzarello. And representg the at-large district are Curtiss Cline,
·1 Valker, Audrey McKenna, Amy Jobin,
bbie Canavan and Michelle Nuckles.
All the positions have been filled except
one position in the off-campus district.
"We will fill the position in January with
meone petitioning on it," Pfeiffer said."

She said the student will have to live offcampus to run for the position.
Nineteen students ran for senate positions
and 10 students ran in the residence hall
district category, which had six positions
open. Two candidates ran in the off-campus district, which had three positions open
and seven ran in the at-large district, with
six available positions open.
Only 653 total ballots were cast at
Wednesday's election in comparison with
the 1,301 ballots cast in the spring election,
Pfeiffer said. One hundred and eighty-five
students off-campus students and 468 oncampus students turned out to vote, Pfeiffer
added.
"Usually, it seems that the voter turnout
for the fall is less than the spring due to the
fact you have your executive positions
being filled in the spring," she said.
Also on Wednesday's ballot were two
referendums, which both passed.
The first referendum, asking students to
approve changing the appointed executive

Senate asks Eastern to
reconsider graduate
application fee. See story,
Page 3.
office of student government secretary to an
elected position of chief of staff, passed 470
to 117.
Elected executive members of student
government receive a full tuition waiver,
said Blake Wood, speaker of the senate.
The other referendum on the ballot,
which was a change in the guidelines for an
organization to become a recognized group
passed, 504 to 89. The referendum asked
students if they think organizations should
have to conform to the guideI ines in the
Recognized Student Organization Hand-:
book.
"I think they should stick to those (guidelines) and that the organizations should

meet them," said Monica Hickman, a sehior
personal management major. "Right now, I
think (the guidelines) are good but maybe
sometime in the future, they might need
some adjustments."
The guidelines in the current handbook
state that organizations seeking recognition
must have at least 10 members, a constitution and a faculty or staff adviser.
"Personally, I don't think the organizations should have to go through (those
guidelines)," said Mona Gabbard, a junior
speech communications major.
"Basically, if they have enough responsibility to form the organization, they don't
need a baby sitter."
Both Hickman and Gabbard didn't have
a problem with the referyndum for the
position change.
Pfeiffer said many students just did not
understand the referendums even though
the student government constitution and
constitutional amendments concerning both
referendums were available to look at.
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FROM PAGE ONE
Union
•From page 1
accessibility to an early retirement plan available to all other
state employees. It is also asking the board not to cut health
care benefits.
According to Jayne Ozier,
chief union negotiator and
Eastern 's UPI president, all
items have been agreed on
except the length of time for the
equity pool.
Negotiations, with a mediator
present, will continue Tuesday
in Bloomington. According to

Stott, the BOG had to move
negotiations back so the lawyer
for the BOG could be present
during negotiations.
Vogel said the union is disappointed negotiations were again
postponed.
"We were ready to start
(Thursday) but the BOG post~
poned it again to have their
lawyer present," he said.
"We 're still hopeful to resolve
this through mediation," Vogel
added.
·Brazell said she thinks the
vote will have no effect on

mediation. "We don't feel it will
put any additional pressure on
talks under mediation," she said.
"We are already committed to
coming out of negotiations with
a contract and that has not
changed."
Brazell also said the Board of
Governors understood the purpose of the vote.
"We recognize the vote is part
of the process they feel they
needed to take," she said. "Now
it's over and the next step is to
continue mediation."

TH.I RSTY'S
Is No. 1 on Thursday!
LARGE DRAFTS .... ........ ..... ........ 25¢
PITCHERS ..................... ... ......... $1.1~
ALL LONGNECKS ....................... 50¢
THIRSTY'S FAMOUS
HOT DOGS ............................... 10¢

Since when does
two and two
..... $18,000?

Rives
"From page 1
Furthermore, he said the rate of decline of faculty
salary equity has worsened over the years since
1975.
Rives said the main questions of the issue are
"how fast and how soon can we correct (the
inequity).
"No one that I know of in this university community is in a position of saying (the salary inequity)
should not be corrected," Rives said. "(But) it is
clearly obvious that it becomes difficult - not
impossible - but difficult to correct that situation in
a year in which no salary increase funds have been
provided by the Illinois General Assembly."
Rives said basic areas within the university budget for possible reallocation to allow for salary
increases include equipment, deferred maintenance
and the elimination of vacant administrative positions.
Rives denied however, that the university has an
overabundance of administrative positions by giving statistics that showed that Eastem's administration is smaller than other comparable state universities.
Sixty-one percent of all positions at Eastern are
faculty positions, compared to administrative positions, which make up almost 14 percent, Rives said.
Despite the positive strike vote, Rives said he is
still hopeful for a settlement and believes that the
collective bargaining process has been productive in
resolving a majority of the issues.
"I have talked to a number of faculty and a num-

ber of students the past few days. No one that I have
talked to expresses a desire to strike. Hopefully, that
will not occur," he said.
"We shall do everything in our power to prevent
(a strike)," Rives said, adding that the BOG cannot
legally seek an injunction to stop the strike unless
public health and safety are endangered.
"(But) if it occurs, I have instructed the central
administration that we are to take no action ...
which would poison long-term relationship s
between the administration and the faculty at this
ins~itution, " he said. "Faculty at this institution are
terribly, terribly important to us."
Rives also discussed a few of the possible negative effects that a strike would have on the university.
"A few students have made arrangements to
·transfer next semester to other institutions. The
number that we know about is quite small, but we
can reasonably anticipate that .. . will increase if a
,
•
{'ti':,
'j
strike actually occurs," he said.
Tuition, he said, shOuld ·not be' affected 'by ii settlement. "A contract settlement will. not result in a
mid-year tuition increase. However, a call-back o1
appropriations by the General Assembly could have
that effect," Rives said.
Although Rives said he believes that gradebooks
belong to the university - not to instructors - he did
not know whether the university would be able to,
or attempt to, enforce that rule to assign grades in
the event of a strike.

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
• Balloon Bouquets
• Flower Bouquets
·Stuffed Animals
• Pl~nts
• Gift Baskets
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Here's how it works: Give us about two days a
month plus two weeks a year. You'll be eligible
for up to $5,000 in education assistance with
the Montgomery GI Bill. You can earn an additional $2,000 enlistment bonus. During the
course of your enlistment, you 'II also pull
down a minimum $11,000 in . Dlinois

=1'#'"S::
7='
1

'"""

See? Two and two equals as muCh as
$18,000. You'll also receive 100%
guaranteed tuition to any State of
..,..._
ffiinois supported college. Call:
Sgt. Miller
(217) 258-6381 or
Americans at

GUARD

1·800-252-2972
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their best.

OPEN

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

Daily 11-2

Sttx

345-7849

BLACK HAWK GAME

2~.~l~:~r::~m

Old Chicago Premium Beer
Stoli & ·Mixer
SHOTS - "The Big Four" CJR - BN

Pool is 75¢ALL
DAY&NIGHT
Live DJ

NO.COVER!
Big Screen TV

PI KAPPA
ALPHA
Congratulates
its 1991 FALL INITIATES
Jason Blanch
Wes Blumer
Bill Chernick
Tyler Clemens
Joel Cower
Brian Croix
Bill Didesch
Eric Gillespie
Vince Giovinco
Charles Gray
Mike Grossen
Terry Grove
Steve Hennessey
Justin Hung

A.J. Jasinski
Paul Maiella
Tyler Morris
Dave Reeves
Steve Rivero
Nathan Roberts
Pete Rodriquez
John Ross
Dan Shereck
Jasen Sorensen
Trevor Stephens
Troy Swanson
Brent Thorlton
Mike Tolle

Dave Viska
Brian Wilk
Mar.k Wunderlich
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overnors State students say they will support strike
Editor's note: This is the third in a four
t series exploring how the other four
rd of Governors universities are dealwith the possibility of a faculty strike.

As the positive strike vote results rolled
to the various Board of Governors cams Wednesday, students at Governors
te University in Chicago Heights
med ready to support the possible

e.
Governors State University is one of
Board of Governors universities faca possible faculty strike. Governors
University is a commuter school of
students.
Barbara Johnson, a columnist for the
hoo l's bi-monthly newspaper, The
ovator, said the average age of stuts at Governors State University is 37.
ey 've been working forever and they
ve mortgages and car payments," she
· . "My suspicions are that the students
· not cross the picket lines, they'll take

as much time off as they can get and
spend time with their families."
Jean Juarez, managing editor of The
Innovator, agreed and said she thinks the
students at Governors State University
support the faculty.
"Most of the students support the strike
for the teachers," she said. "All they are
worried about are grades and the finals
that are supposed to be given."
The faculty at all five Bol!rd of
Governors universitie~ - including
Eastern, Chicago State University,
Northeastern Illinois University and
Western Illinois University - have been
working under an extended contract since
Sept. 1, when their contract originally
expired.
The University Professionals of Illinois,
the union representing the faculty at all
Board of Governors universities, has been
negotiating with the Board of Governors
since this summer. However, negotiations
stopped last week when both the UPI and
the BOG agreed to undergo mediation,
which is scheduled to begin Monday.
A vote was taken at all five universities

Monday and Tuesday that would authorize
union executives to call a strike if mediation fails . Results of the vote, announced
Wednesday, showed that 75 percent of the
faculty at the BOG universities supported
authorization of the union executives to
call for a strike if mediation fails .
Juarez said the administration at
Governors State University has not been
cooperative in helping the students better
understand the demands of the union or
the threat of a strike. "They have said they
are going to have people come in and
teach classes. Otherwise, they haven't said
much of anything."
Although the school's newspaper has
not taken the side of either the faculty or
the Board of Governors, it has been printing phone numbers of places students can
call to get information on the mediation,
negotiations and the strike, Johnson said.
"The editorial position has not been
much really. We are taking the student's
side in it. We're giving them the numbers
to call and telling them where to get information," Johnson added.
"The union has been giving us their fly-

ers and propaganda and we're running it
as editorial material. The administration
finally sent us a letter, which was from the
Board of Gov-ernors," Johnson said.
"We 're going to run it, too, as editorial
material." .
According to Johnson, the expectations
at Governor State University from prepolls reported 70 percent of the faculty
would vote yes for authorization of the
union executives to call for a strike if
mediation fails.
"We actuaiiy had 80 percent vote yes,"
Johnson said. "We're really the weakest of
all' the BOG schools, and if we had 80
percent vote yes for a strike, there's obviously enough support (for a strike),"
Johnson said.
·
Johnson said she is unsure of how
classes will be handled in the case of an
actual strike.
"Each class is different. In some, you
are expected to come to classes, but if you
cannot, you are expected ti:> do the reading
at home," she said. "Right now, I don't
know of one teacher who will penalize if
you do not come to classes."

Senate resolution rejects

graduate sct)oof $25 fee
gram because "the money goes
back to the state' general fund
and is then budgeted back into
The Student Senate passed a the Univeristy and is then fed
resolution Wednesday urging the into the graduate program."
"Graduate School and the Board ·
Although there was much ·
of Governors to reconsider their debate on the resolution , Puch
decision to establish an applica- said, "The application fee is a
tion fee for the Graduate pro- definite disservice to (current)
gram until the collected fee students and future students.
could be guaranteed to benefit
"There are other means to act
the Grad-uate Program," accord- as a control factor," other than
ing to the ~eso,lution. . · ·
the recently approved fee, Puch
.. furtpe,rmor-e, . the . r,esolution said.
· •
stated that -"if this ($25 applicaPerhaps an essay, personal
tion fee) is instituted, we will be goal statement, a longer applicasupportive IF it benefits the tion or requiring letters· of recgraduate program as Dean ommendation would deter unse(Larry) Williams has stated."
rious students from applying,
Tom Puch, senate member Puch added.
and creator of the resolution,
But other senate members
said Williams supported the $25 disagreed with Puch.
fee because it would "add an
"There is nothing out of the
additional clerical worker, a ordinary with having an applicanewsletter, graduate orientation tion fee," Student Senate memand additional funding to the ber Dan Kirk said.
Graduate Council."
All senate members agreed
Puch argued that the $25 that if the money is being put to
application fee will not directly good use then the application
benefit Eastern 's graduate pro- fee is being put to good use.

Parents provide
biggest event of
the school year

By CHARLENE BURRIS

Staff writer

nd the votes are in
'zabeth Wand, a junior pre-business majm; votes in the student senelection in the Martin Luther King Jr. Union walkway Wedn esday.

eidner wins out as vice presidential replacement

erry Weidner has been choas the acting associate vice
sident for academic affairs,
ounced Barbara Hill, acting
vost and vice president for
demic affairs, Wednesday.
Weidner, botany department
ir, was one of two candidates
t interviewed for the position
ore the university communiJeanne Simpson, assistant
e president of academic
irs, was the other candidate.
"I'm very confident Dr.
idner's long association with
university in a variety of
acities, which includes 15
rs as department chair,
onstrates competency," Hill
, adding, that "both candies were just superb candieidner said he was pleased

''

I'm obviously pleased, otherwise I wouldn't
have sought the job . . . I look forward to
serving a larger number of students and faculfy than I can as chair of the department
Terry Weidner
New acting associate vice president for
academic affairs

''

he was selected for the position
'Tm obviously pleased, otherwise I wouldn't have sought the
job," he said.
"I look forward to serving a
larger number of students and
faculty than I can as chair of the

department," he added.
Weidner said he can contribute to the office's decision
making because he currently
serves as a half-time faculty
member and half-time department chair.

~----

Weidner has been with
Eastern since 1964, and has
served as the chair of the botany
department for the last 15 years.
Weidner will serve in the
position of acting associate vice
president for academic affairs
until a permanent person is
found.
Hill said she doesn't know
how long that will be, but
assumes the "permanent provost
and vice president for academic
affairs would be involved in the
search" to fill the position on a
permanent basis.
Weidner said he has no intention now to try for the permanent position.
"I'm not throwing away my
cards that say botany depart. ment chair," he said.
Weidner said he is telling faculty in the botany department he
will not apply for the permanent
position.

By JULIE SULLIVAN
Staff Writer

Parents Weekend is usually
one of the biggest event sell
outs of the year, and this
Parents Weekend is expected
to be no exception, said Joan
Gossett, director of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"This Parents Weekend is a
big sell out. Everything
except the football game is
sold out," Gossett said.
Starting the weekend off
will be a free continental
breakfast from 10 a.m . to
noon in the Union Bookstore
Lounge.
The breakfast is sponsored
by the Parents Club Board of
Directors and the University
Board, Gossett said.
The Union is offering a
special deli box lunch
Saturday for parents and students , she added. The lunches, which cost $5.50 and had
to be purchased in advance,
can be picked up in the Union
Vending Lounge from 11 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m., Gossett noted.
Also during Parents
Weekend, the Eastern Panther
football team will take on the
Southwest Missouri State
Bears Saturday. Kickoff is
scheduled for 1 :30 p.m. at
O'Brien Stadium.
Saturday evening from
4:30 to 7:30 p.m., the Union
will host a special candlelight
dinner buffet for parents and
students, Gossett said.
The highlight of Parents
Weekend will be the
Temptations concert Saturday
sponsored by thev20University Board. The concert will
start at 8 p.m. in Lantz Gym.
"The University Board is
expecting a very big turn out
for Saturday night's concert,"
said David Milberg, a
University Board member.
"Tickets for the concert are
no longer available."

o!~~ Eastern News

OPINION

All that I'm asking for is a little respect
/.

I have learned there is one
thing this campus fears more
than a strike - the press. I know
contract negotiations are a
touchy subject but some members of the faculty and the
administration have been unwi I Ii ng to answer some of this
newspaper's least threatening
questions. And some, when
approached by the media, have
been extremely rude.
I can understand why people Bauter
don't want to talk. A strike can - - - - - - breed bad blood between supporters and non-supporters, and many people don't want to publicly
commit themselves to either side. It's understandable. But I don't see any good reason why someone·, when approached in the most polite way by a
. member of The Daily Eastern News, should react by
being hostile or condescending. We are, after all,
trying to do our jobs and get as many viewpoints
on the situation as we can .
Information has been pretty scarce and that has
been frustrating to the whole campus. Of course,
there· are some questions that can't be properly
addressed until a strike actually occurs. But there
are some things that the student body deserves to
know now. I will spare you the list of questions
because I know everyone is tifed of hearing them.
I am frustrated when other students approach me
in class because they think I know the answers. It's
true that I have been covering th~ negotiations for
s.ome time and I do have a good understanding of
the issues, but there are no set answers. I am also
frustrated when I hear students who think they are
informed spread around information that is false or

JUI

page
.

Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the Opinion Of the author.
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The
News takes
·J

•
stand to continue
faculty. support
_
1

Members of the University Professionals of
Illinois, the union representing faculty at the
Board of Governors universities, voted this
week in favor of a strike if mediation proves to
be unsuccessful. The main issue before the BOG and the UPI is
salary equity. Faculty in the BOG system get
paid on the average 15 percent less than
other faculty at comparable institutions nationwide. The News believes that they deserve to
be paid fairly for their continued dedication to
the university and its students.
Of course, students don't want their grades
· •
•
and credits to be jeopai:dized at this point in the
semester, and hopefully,
they won't be. But the bigger issue is clear:
the inability or unwillingness of the BOG to
pay faculty fairly will have a negative effect on
our education, as well.
The quality of our education is only as good
as the people responsible for providing it.
And unless salary equity is acheived, many
of our quality instructors will be leaving the
university for better paying positions. As a
result, a diploma from Eastern could lose its
value, making it even more difficult for Eastern
alumni to find jobs in an already competitive
job market.
Although a strike would be inconvenient and
possibly disruptive to the operation of the university, the Illinois General Assembly musf be
shown that they need to make education a
priority.
The BOG needs to realize that overlooking
faculty salary increases is not an acceptable
way to cut their budget.
·
The students must recognize the seriousness
of the situation facing the university and voice
their support accordingly.
And the faculty should understand that they
do have support for their cause.
It is our hope that mediation does result in a
settlement that is satisfactory to both the
board and the union. But in the event that it
does not, The News strongly supports any
measures that are necessary in ensuring that
faculty make significant steps toward acheiving equity this year- even if that means a
strike.

only partially true. They are only adding to th
problem. So, don't believe everything you hear.
Reporters at The News and other media organi
tlons have been working every day to get accura
Information from people who know the answe
even if they don't always tell us what we want
know. Please und~rstand that we are doing the b
we can.
There is so much information circulating on ca
pus right now that no one really knows what
believe. That's why it is important for the press
get as much information as we possibly can and
can only hope that everyone will cooperate. And
they don't co.o perate, we can only hope that th
realize we have everyone's best interest at he
and treat us with some degree of respect.
Handling the strike issue is difficult for stude
reporters because we are affected by the outco
just like any of the other students. This is an iss
that we truly care about and yet we must rem
objective in our work - it's not an easy thing to
So when we conduct ourselves in a polite and pr
fessional manner, we expect others to exercise
same courtesy.
There will always be some people who hate
press. And some people will always complain t
our coverage is too negative. But we can't ex
to do our job correctly and please everyone.
If someone from the press approaches you
your comments, try to understand the difficulty
our job and realize that we are not trying to m
anyone look bad. If you don't want to comm
that's fine. But please, don't be a jerk about it.

fill Bauter is senior reporter and a columnist
The Daily Eastern News.
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! I'm a teacher. Pay me

and let me teach.
Richard Jacques
Associate Professor

Your turn
Reader: Magic
Johnson joke in
poor taste
Dear editor:
On Wednesday, Nov. 13, I was
shocked and outraged to overhear a derogatory joke about
how Magic Johnson contracted
the HIV virus. I couldn't understand how someone could offer a
laugh at the expense of such a
wonderfl,11 person.
·
Forget about Johnson's superstar status as an NBA great-this is
a man whose heart goes ·out to
anyone in need. He is relentless
in supporting the black community and he never fails to excite a
child with some insprational
words or a flash of that megawatt smile of his.
Some sociologists contend that
when a traumatic national event
occurs, some people attempt to
relieve their grief by joking about
the situation. That is not an
excuse- it is crap. That excuse
cannot be justified in any way.
' -. - .
. ' . . . . . . . ... " . . . ·• ..
,.._

~.

~

Earvin Johnson is a young black honor our local service
instead is used to continue
man from Michigan who will lead
the rest of his life terrified, waitpolitical onslaught against
ing for the symptoms of AIDS to dent Rives.
attack and debilitate his body.
May I offer my personal
Magic needs love and support gy to those whose actions
from everyone, not pot shots country were not given p~
from insensitive people who credit by your poor taste.
Larry
must have never heard about the
dignity he displayed on the basketball court and the class and
charm he continues to show with
the media and fans. Support is
the least we can offer a fellow
human being who has given so
much to all of us.
The Daily Eastern News en
My only hope is that Magic ages letters to the editor co
never hears a joke like the one I cerning any local, state, na
did; I think it would break his
· or international issue.
heart.
Letters should be less than
Jeffery L. Ormond
words.
For the letter to be print
name of the author, in addl
the author's address and te
phone number, must be in
Anonymous letters will no
printed.
If a letter has more than t
Dear editor:
authors,
only the names of
What a sad commentary on the
quality of our student press at first three authors will be p
Eastern when the .capti.on . to.

Letter policy

The News made
a bad judgement
with cutline
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United Student Union Timely issues
seeks campus unity Edgar.'s press secretary to speak Friday
By SUSAN KIEL
Staff writer

The United Student Union
held its first meeting at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Oakland
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
The USU is a new organization on campus dealing with the
issue of race. According to Matt
Edwards, the union's founder,
the union has only been in existence for a week and just recently met university qualifications
for becoming a recognized stQdent group.
"Over 20 people have signed
on, and we have a faculty adviser," Edwards said.
The union's adviser is Audrey
Edwards, professor of education
and Matt Edwards' mother.
Despite Matt Edwards' claim
that 20 people joined the group,
only 10 students attended the
meeting.
"All that we have left to do is
write our constitution and go
through interviews with the senate," Matt Edwards said.
The agenda of the meeting

was to inform attending students
of the new union's platform.
Topics discussed at the meeting included discrimination in
hiring on Eastern 's campus and
financial aid to students on the
basis of race.
"Qualifications should be first
in selecting a person for hiring,"
Matt Edwards said.
On the issue of student aid,
Edwards said, "Anyone who
comes from a disadvantaged
background should be helped
regardless of race.
"Ours is basically a political
platfo:Qll," he added. "Our goal
is to create a racially integrated
campus."
The USU - along with serving as an action group - also
plans to serve as a social organization.
"We are hoping to be cosponsoring events throughout
the year with both the Black
Student Union and the Hispanic
Student Union," Edwards said.
"I was not surprised by the
low attendance," he said. " We
have a very controversial agenda."

Interview readiness was the
topic of Kistner's speech
By THOMAS McALLISTER

He listed several tips for a
successful interview, which
included dressing conservativeWarren Kistner, assistant ly, arriving on time for the
director of the placement center, appointment and taking additold students Wednesday night tional copies of resumes.
that, "having a willingness to go
"Irtterviews are different," he
above and beyond what is said. "What it really gets down
expected of you" can give stu- to is knowing yourself."
dents the edge in finding jobs in
Kistner added that a key to a
today's competitive job market.
successful finish to an interview
The hour-long presentation is by sending a thank you letter.
took place in the Casey Room
He suggested sending them
of the Martin Luther King Jr. on the same day as the interview
University Union.
to impress the employer.
Kistner - in a speech sponKistner also discussed procesored by the Junior High Majors dures for registration with the
Club - stressed the importance placement center.
of students marketing themJunior Tony Behrman, one of
selves by showing prospective about 15 junior high majors
employers past work samples attending the meeting, was glad
and work experience.
he attended.
He explained that techniques
"This was really informacurrently used in interviews tive," Behrman said. "It gives
· elude the presentation of work me a lot of information about
rtfolios, pictures and video how things .n eed to be prepared
pes.
before interviews and what to
He suggested for students to do during an interview."
search a position they are
In other business, the Junior
plying for prior to an inter- High Majors Club announced
w.
that their new treasurer will be
"Anything you can do to set Barb Gentry. Their next club
self apart can be helpful," meeting will be on Dec. 5.
tner said.
Staff writer

Mother's.
$2. 50 Pitchers
(Lite & Genuine Draft)

All Bottles only $1. 2 5
$1. 25 Amaretto Stone Sour
- - - and to warm up:
Texas "_red hot" Chili dogs

25¢

By CATIE BURKE

PRSSA to speak about his relationship with the mass media as
press secretary, because "we
Gov. Jim Edgar's press secre- / thought he'd be intere-sting and
tary, Mike Lawrence, is sched- effective." Cannady said, "He's
uled to speak at 3 p.m. Friday in had a very accomplished career.
the Booth Library lecture hall
"Lawrence has an extremely
on the relationship of public tight schedule." Cannady added,
relationspecialistsandthemass "and we're very happy he's
media, said Carolyn Cannady, coming down here."
president of Eastern's chapter of
As press secretary for Edgar,
Public Relations Student Lawrence deals a lot with politiSociety of America.
cal public relations, Cannady
"This is a timely issue," said.
·
Cannady said of the press secreLawrence " will speak, contary's speech, titled "A gover- centrating mostly on his job and
nor 's press secretary and the his relationship with the mass
mass media: adversaries or part- media, but we hope people will
get the idea that a good relationners in a democracy?"
La wrence was selected by
Staff writer

ship with the mass media i s
important in any job," Cannady
said.
PRSSA is sponsoring the discussion, but Cannady said the
organization should not only be
viewed as a public relations club
because all majors are encouraged to attend.
Cannady added that parents
who may be here for Parents
Weekend are also welcome to
attend the discussion on Friday.
Although Cannady wa s
unsure about the specific areas
Lawrence may plan to speak
about, however a question and
answer session will follow the
presentation.

Vandalism sweeps over Sportsman's Club
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

Numerous accounts of vandalism at the Charleston Sportman 's Club has prompted club
officials to offer a $500 reward
for any information leading to
the arrest and conviction of a
person or persons responsible,
according to Dan Fields, secretary and treasurer of the club.
The club, located on south
Fourth Street Highway, has
recently experienced several
problems with vandalism and
theft. Its trap and skeet shooting
facilities are used by Eastern
students in classes and for recreational practice, Fields said.

"We've had three cases of
vandalism or break-ins in the
last nine months," Fields said.
Various items have been
taken in the thefts including
numerous tools, a television set
and a commercial Budweiser
sign, Fields said.
Fields said there were few
leads in the case, which is being
handled by the Coles County
Sheriff's Department.
"They haven't come up with
any information yet," Fields
said. "We've taken all the precautions we can afford to take."
The sheriff's department
declined to give any further
details on its continuing investigation.
Fields indicated that if any

more thefts occured the facility
may be forced to close.
" We'll probably just have to
shut the doors if it (the thefts)
continue," he added.
In addition to its target shooting activites for members, the
club also provides a firing range
used by classes at Eastern for
training students to use firearms
safely.
Fields said six to eight students are private members.
The club, which has been
open since 1954, is a trap and
skeet shooting range two miles
south of Charleston.
It has about 150 members
from 26 communities across
east central Illinois, he added.

HSU establishes goals for Heritage Week
By LORI QUEEN
Staff writer

The Hispanic Student Union
will focus on Heritage Week,
which will be begin April 6, at
its Thursday night meeting, said
Karen Medina, HSU vice president.
"One of our goals right now
is making preparations to have
hispanic speakers for Heritage
Week," Medina said.
The Hispanic Student Union
will meet at 7 p.m. in the Paris
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The organization usually
meets in the Greenup Room of
the University Union but had to
change rooms this week because
of scheduling problems, said
HSU president Jay Martinez.

Medina, who attended a hispanic journalist conference in
Chicago Nov. 6, said she spoke
with several journalists about
speaking for Heritage Week and
Cultural Diversity Day on Jan.
12.
Medina said some of the tentative speakers include Michael
Martinez of the Chicago Tribune, Roberta Gonzales of
Channel. Five WMAQ in Chicago and Rod Sierra of WGN
radio in Chicago.
The Hispanic Student Union
will be hosting a bake sale at
Carman Hall Saturday.
The organization will also
pfay in an intramurals basketball
game Monday in Lantz Gymnasium.
"HSU is working very well.
Committees and chairpersons,

as well as individuals are doing
their part," Martinez said.
The union also will review
plans to participate in a food
drive with student government.
Both organizations plan to give
can goods to the Charleston
food pantry.
"Since being a member of
HSU, the meetings have made
me more aware of my cultural
background and what it stands
for," said Ernestina Bobe, a
freshman member of HSU.
The Hispanic Student Union
welcomes new members and is
encouraging anyone interested
to attend the meeting, Martinez
said.
"We're moving extremely
fast, and I'm proud of our organization."

Take a Tip
from Santa!
advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
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By TYLER PIERCE
Staff writer

The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday will continue its
discussion on a list of cultural
diversity courses that has been
developed on behalf of community college transfer students, said
CAA Chair Ken Sutton.
The list, which was made by a ·
subcommittee within the CAA,
contains the names of courses at
Eastern which would fulfill the
three-hour cultural diversity
requirement needed for graduation. The list would.allow community colleges to provide equivalent
courses· to students who are·trl!JlS. ferring to Eastern, Sutton said.

The Dally Eastern News

Council member Kathlene
Shank has proposed an amendment to the list which would modify the list somewhat. At last
week's meeting, the CAA debated
the amendment but did not vote
on it because Shank was not in
attendance.
The CAA will also resume its
discussion on the subject of the
student attendance policy, Sutton
siiid. Tbe council heard testimony
. on Oct. 31 from Bob Saltmarsh,
faculty ath~etics representative and
·chair . of the Intercollegiate
Athletic Board, concerning atten.dance problems that have arisen
for atfiletes.
· . Saltmarsh told the CAA that

Graduate
~tudents
in
Community Nutrition Class They learned to respect teachers more than
51-50 got a lesson from the
they have in past years. They also realized
fourth grade class. at Carl ·
Sandburg Elementary School exa~tly what teachers go through.
Tuesday at a Nutrition Expo.
Ruth Dow
Participants in Professor Ruth .
Home economics professor
Dow's Community Nutrition.
Class ended up learning more
''
than they expected when they
visited Judy ·Barford's and
She_went
· on to say that th ere th.ere.
"Th.
Kathy Hummel's grade sc)lool we.re ~ix displays set up and the
· is way 1"t 1·s e ven more f or
classes.
cliildren went around in differ- the children's benefit, and they
"They learned to re.spect .ent groµps to each display.
get to ·learn what they wanted to
teachers more than they have in
The six displays were school know," Dow said.
past years," Dow said. "They and sack lunches, safe cooking,
Dow also added that there has
also realized exactly
what
teachf
'
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.
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.
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f h d
reading labels on such thmgs as years in the commumty.
0 Jectives 0 t e ay were to
bre~d, cereal and peanut butter.
Last year the class went to
teach her. graduate students to
The. meeting of the two class- Charleston High School and
develop, implement
and evalu· pc1anne d m
· 1ate Augus t at spo ke of nutnt10n
· · an d sports to
es was
.
.
ate a program m. the commumty · the beginning of the school year. the school's wrestlers and bas· ·t- ketb..all players.
·as well, as to give
. . useful
. f and · Dow · an d a ,,1ew studen t s v1s1
mterestmg
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and asked the children what they opportunity and we all learn a
~o lectures were given m the · wanted to know and went from lot," Dow said.
project.
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7th and Madison
(1 Block N. of the Square)
345-7427

NOW FEATURING CHICKEN FAJITAS

I

E
•
I
I q1~,! '25¢ Beers I

I If t
50¢ Wine Coolers I
!
HOUSE MUSIC
·!
I Kramer &Co., D.J. Kevin Kramer !
and his Laser Light Show.
I Music by -- Jungle Bros, Royal House, Inner City, I
Public Enemy, Toni Toni Toni, BBD, C&C Music I
I Factory, Cover Girls, M.C. Hammer, Markie Mark,
! __ -: ~l~c~ ~~x~ ~~I ~h~ ~~~t ~:n:e_~u~i: ___ I
Sat. Nov. 161h -- SHADOOBEE y
I ~~~~~~~1--4~~~

DELTA TAU DELTA
Founder's Day

November 14

Congratulations
on an
Outstanding 10 years
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It's here!
Blacl< Entertainment . Te.l~visio.n reaches .Charle~to~ . and gives
some minority students. a piece of home they'.ye.~ long ·desired·
LEONARD WATTS

and
EVETTE PEARSON
BET is finally here in
Charleston.
As many Chicagoans remember
the Black Entertainment Television
s a small piece of home, the likes
f BET in Charleston has given
some minority students a home
way from home and an alternative
o MTV (Music Television).
''.This is a piece of home I miss,"
said junior Karyn Mallett.
"I've sat for hours at a time view'ng the new channel. It is the perfect alternative to MTV (Music
Television}," Mallett said.
"I love it, I love it, I love it," said
sophomore Shari Washington, computer management major. "I stay up
until 1:30 a.m. watching BET, then
I go to sleep and wake up the next
day with the same routine.
But exactly, what makes BET so
great?"
"BET is noted for its fine black
programming"," said sophomore,
Marvin Johnson.
TC! of Illinois has been trying for
2 1/2 years to make the station
available in Charleston by going
through all of the proper channels,
said Dan VanZandbergen , general
manager for TCI and a 13-year veteran to TCI of Illinois.
"We had a significant number of
people interested in the station,
especially from 'the university and
we felt that the Black Entertainment
Television station would be a good
addition to our programming,"
VanZandbergen said.
"Two or three people have called
since Nov. 8 (the first day the station aired) and have expressed their
excitement or thanks for putting the
~tation in the programming."
"It took about two years for the
Committee to approve the .Arts and
Entertainment station (which airs on
Channel 39) to get on the air,"
VanZandbergen said, so this is
about an average amount of time
for a program to get approval from
the executive board."
BET features programs such as

Friends &.. C

.

.

"Soft Tones". (easy listening musk
videos), "Midnight Lo.ve " (videos of
love songs . by artists like · Anita
Baker and Luther Vandross)·, "'B.ap
City" (today:s latest in rap yideos),
and the ·ever· so-popular ·''.Video
Soul."
· '_
· .
.
"Video Soul," with host Donnie
Simpson, · features many up· and
coming black artists, as . well · as
celebrity featµres and news segments focusing on black entertainment, Mallett said.
"Realistically, BET used to target
ethnic programming, bl't now BET
has generalized programming in
sports and movies that interest a lot
more ·people than just blacks,"
VanZandbergen said.
And predominately black colleges
are showcased every week on BET,
he added ,

"I know I'll be tuned in to ·BET
"I feel this is a step in the right
this Friday because ·~f the . direction as far as minority affairs
Grambling State football game: This are concerned, he added."
is a program Charleston wasn 't able
BET is aired on channel 36 and
to get before, " he said .
·
· 24 hours a day Monday through
BET shows reruns of cancelled Friday .
black shows such as " Frank's
"This is a unique service that can
Place" , "Sanford and Son", and complete so many different agendas
"The Odd Couple" .
that can be met and that are diffi" This is not like regular T. V. cult to try to address everyone's
because we can see many old black personal interest, but also give the
shows," Washington said .
maximum amount of good,"
BET has recently aired the pre- VanZandbergen said.
dominately black soap opera
"I just want everyone to enjoy
"Generations."
(the station)," he added.
"Generations" used to air on the
"I expect the station to be around
NBC network.
for quite some time. Once a service
BET also shows nostalgic black has been implemented it's not easy
sitcoms and movies.
to remove it because people have
Sophomore, Johnathon Collins gotten used to seeing the station,"
said, "BET definitely airs the best in VanZandbergen said.
black entertainment." ·

Eastern Illinois University Theatre
0

presents

Parents Weekend

Food Specials
Chicken Breast Dinner

or Rlbeye Dinner $'75°
Sat. Night Entertainment
Quintessence
In Middle Room

Cathy Richardson wI
VISION in Dungeon

Sell Your Unwanted Items
in the Daily Eastern

News Classifieds

'NIGHT, MOTHER
A Drama by Marsha Norman
8 p.m. November 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16
2 p.m. November 10, 17
In the Studio -- Doudna Fine Arts Center.
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.

Ar

TED'S
Tonight

25¢ Beers
$1.50 Pitchers
No Cover -- All Nite
Try Ted's Instead

a

THURS
DA.Y
NOV. 14, 19911··· · · · ••tI·•••t
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to
work with developmentally disabled adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED. Full and Part-time, start
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738
18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
MAKE $150-$300 IN 3-10
HOURS by selling 50 funny college I-shirts. No financial obligation . . Smaller & larger quantities
available . Call toll free 1-800728-2053.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
ON-CAMPUS JOB, OFF-CAMPUS SALARIES . EIU Office of
Development looks to hire energetic students for Annual Telefund Drive.
During spring
semester-Saturday and Sunday
hours. No phone calls, please
apply in person with Anne
Voegeli at Brainard House.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800467-5566 EXT. 9202.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /18
Spring break in Cancun! Representatives wanted. College tours,
the nation's largest and most successful spring break tour operator
needs enthusiastic college representatives. Earn free trip and
cash! We provide every1hing you
need . Call 1-800-395-4896 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Dishwashers and prep cooks.
Evenings and weekends. Apply in
person-What's Cookin' 409 7th
St. No phone calls.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owl ng days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL

T~NING/ScHOOLS

HnP WANTED
WANTED
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) NEEDED, OWN ROOM, OWN LEASE,
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS, CLEAN, WATER INCLUDED. 345-5205
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15

FOR RENT
FOR SAL£

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNC£M£NTS

The
oaily

£astern News
CLASSIFIED

F_Q_G_Li

I~ ;r•:•J ~

RAISING
AISCUmf IO IMITMllf _ ,
ext. 50

4 Marryin' Sam's
creator

Ao FORM

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students 0 Yes

13 "Scarface" star
14 Recumbent
15 Storehouse
18 Distance event

D No

-----------------

Ad to read:

19 Race officials
20 Least occurrent
21 River to the
Rhine
22 Roman patriot
23 Rita of "Carnal
Knowledge"
2eMotion
supporter
30 Doctoral exams

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _ Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

D Check

D Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students w~h valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Inside Edition
Ni ht Court
Cosby
ferent World
Cheers
Wings
L.A. Law

News
Entmt. Toni ht
Top Cops

News
Married ...
Pro and Cons

SportsCenter
Speed Week

Rosie

FBI: The Untold
Amer. Detective
Prime Time
Live
ews

Boxing

eill

Knots Landing
ews

(Includes complimentary
ticket to EIU vs. Lithuanian
National basketball game
after card show.)

CALL 1-800-950-8472,

ACROSS

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

Admission
$1.00

For your fratemlty, sorority, lflam
or other campus org•nlz•tlon.

8Neckwear

Payment:

Sun., Nov. 17th
Lantz Gym
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

lll5I $500... $1000... $1500

1 Varlet

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dates to run

EIU FALL
BASEBALL
CARD SHOW

FU . . D

ADOPTION

LOST

SOMEONE TO SHARE APT .
OWN ROOM. VERY NICE.
$137.50/MONTH & 1/2 UTILITIES. 345-7933.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Male subleasor needed for SpFing
Semester. House close to campus. Own room . Summer free.
345-7965.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
SPRING SUBLEASOR NEEDED.
Furnished house-own roomexcellent condition . Rent negotiable. 348-7058.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
2 female subleasors needed for
Spring 1992. Youngstown-furnished, A/C, across from pool. 1
month free rent. 348-7881 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm. apt., $200 a
month plus electric. Phone 3456201 after 4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ ca11 / 12-15,18-22
2 SUBLEASORS NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. 1 1/2 '
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS, OWN
ROOMS , $164 PER MONTH .
CALL STEVE OR JON 348-0665.
11 /15

2 bedroom, furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals . 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments.
Fully furnished, convenient location, available now and for Spring
term. Call 345-6621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Roomate needed for Spr. 92. 155
/mth plus utilities. Call Dan 3455564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close to EIU.
Jim Wood, Century 21. 345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
MALE SUBLEASOR. RYL HGTS.
APT. PH 345-7302. SPRING
SEMESTER . ASKING $165 NEGOTIABLE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Two female subleasors• needed
for spring. Furnished, $160/month
includes utilities. Call Sue 5818059.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
Male subleasor needed for spring
semester. Good location. For
more info, call Eric 348-8703
(after6).
~---.-------11/18
One bedroom apartment. One
block from campus on TENTH
STREET. Phone 345-9751 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern N
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exa
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con ·
conflicting information will not be run.
'

31 Doubly dreadful - 51 Annual race
32 Actress - ending in
Dawn Chong
Central Park
53 Kabul noble
33 Sequential
54 Elfin creature
notes
55 Laptev Sea
34Paul - - ,
feeder
baseball's Big
58 Social flops
Poison
57 Incipient plant
35 Acclivity
58 "Right on!"
38From--Z
37 Descants

DOWN

38 First king of
Egypt

1 Short and
snippy
41 Down a Jet
2 Dwarf buffalo
3 English
42 Sky-high box
statesman43 like feet after 16
novelist
or 51 Across
4 Tully of Rome
44 Conceive
5 Love to pieces
47 Lewis or Owens
& Moreover
7 Sword beater
8 Seltzer maker
9 "Sophie's
Choice" author
10Mind
11 Work of art
12 Tupik, e.g .
13 Night-spot
hosts
17 Lucerne suburb
18 Private
detective
22 Ops' daughter
23 Bicuspid's
neighbor
24 Speechify
25 Madrilena
frighten er

39Disclaim

Dream of Jeanie
Can Be Told
Movie: The OilEnforcer
Movie: The
Death of the
Incredible Hulk

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in CH
Dues must be paid.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconcilia'
offered today from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
KIDS FOR X-MAS/NPHC will have an Informational Meeting
Wednesday, Nov. 20th at 5:00 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room.
MBA ASSOCIATION will have an Informal Monthly Meeting today
6:00 p.m. at Jerry's Pizza.
RHA will meet today at 4:05-20p.m. in Lawson/Taylor. Dinner folio
by'20a meeting. Come join the fun.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet tonight at 8:
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union. Students will
talking about who Jesus is to them. Skits and music will also be
sented. Come at 7:00 p.m. for worship. Bring your friends. NE
COMERS ALWAYS WELCOME.
KIDS FOR X-MAS/NPHC is looking for organizations interested
sponsoring an underpriviledged child for X-mas. For details con
the Student Activities Office, 3829.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have Gospel of John Bible St
tonight at 6:30 p.m. 111 the Wesley Foundation. Learn how to study
Bible at the Wesley Foundation . We are using the Gospel of John as
base. Everyone is welcome.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in CH 31
Continue letter writing campaign. New members always welcome.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA will have a Mandatory Meeting today at 4:
p.m. in CH 228.
·
PHI GAMMA NU will meet today at 5:30 p.m . in LH 017. Spe
Tonight!
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in
Paris Room in the Union. All members please be prompt and ready
give their committee reports. New members welcome!
ARMY ROTC will have Lab today fro·m 1500-1600 hrs in the un·
Gallery. The Battalion S-3 will be testing the Battalion on First
See you all there.
BOTANY CLUB presents Dr. Jill NelSen speaking on "Grad School
Else" tonight at 7:00 p.m. in LS 205. Everyone welcome!

Sanford and Son
This Old House
Yankee Workshop
Pnce of Bounty

N!!WS

51
53

56

2&Char
27 Potat1on
28 Atelier prop
29 Roommate of
Babe Ruth in
1930-31
31 Terpsichore's
specialty
34 Hiemal period
35 Just the other
day
37 Group turned
down by
Penelope

L.A. Law
Movie:Turn
Back the Clock

Mystery!
OU

Tonight

M'A'S'H

Love Connection

Sports Center

Johnny B
Night Line

Goll

Late Night

Current Affair
Hard Copy

Kojak
Equalizer
Movie

Being Saved?
Movie:

Spencer: For
Hire
Gary Shandling

Simpsons
Drexell's Class
B~erlyHills

38 Ballerina
Tallchief
40Approved
41 Blazing
·43 Mark for Mark
Roth
44 - - instant
(immediately)

Hunters in Sky
G.I. Diary
Beyond 2000

90120

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenic Hall

Coast to Coast

45 Attican
township
4&Jug
47 Hook's mate
48 Friend 's
pronoun
49 L-o-n-g times
so Kind of virus
52 Mil. scullions

Disney
Little House
o/tPraire
Combat
H.S. Sport Action
vengali

THURSg
· .• :o.A.Y
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ale subleasors needed for
. Each will have their own
room. $140/month. 345;._...,---:-c,--------,11 /20
ale subleasors needed for
g semester. Lincolnwood
. Close to campus,
onth. call 345-1291.
'"7---;;-;--;----.,--;-11 /15
·ng Subleasor needed, Park
Apartments. Close to cam. Rent negotiable. Call 34511 /19
-a"""le_s_u-;--b,--le-as_o_r_n-ee- d:-e--;d. $155
month-free heat-5 minute
k to campus . Call Pinetree
ents 345-6000.
,.,...----,-:- - - ---,-...,.---,11 /20
subleasor needed . Spring
ester. Furnished, own room,
t location. $190/month , nego. 348-0910.
'---:-----,--,-...,.---;--12/6
ale roommate(s) needed for
·ng term . Park Place Apartts. OWN ROOM . Call 348-

18.
11 /22
...,.le-,R=-o-o_m_m_a_t_e_n_e_e...,.
de-d7 . Park
ce Apts . $130 month + half
·es. 345-6783.
11 /20

7 ASAP
~al-e::::S-;
ub"""le_a_s-or_n_e_e~ded

Spring '92. Youngstown Apts.ished, A/C, across from pool.
t negotiable. Call Courtney 14-2480.
=cc=-:c=-=,----,,.....,-..,..-""'11 /21
LEASOR needed for Spring!
OWN
male-$125 /month ,
OM! Call Tina at 348-0423

RSALE: Jeweleries, electrics,
sehold goods, & more than
items. All new. International
se Lounge 1-5p.m. Nov. 16,
,23, 24.
,----:::-:::--:---:::-::-::--:--:--11 /21
y CD player $50, Advent digisound processor $!§01 Fol/r
o Bose speakers Wf~ualizer,
'tal radio cassette $200. More
-72~2 .

~,-----,---:;;:-=-::--;::-- 1217
gnavox stereo $30. Real istic
reo $125 . Marantz Equalizer
p. $60 . Zenith 12" speakers
5. 348-5460.
~==--=---~-.,---;-~120
7 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
sette, new tires , looks great,
s good 75,000 miles $2300.00
·0692.
12/7
•95;;;:5;:-;::-Do- d;-g-e-::6::::
0""'
0-;A'""ll-e-,--le-c-,-tr:-i
c very
od condit ion $4,500. 1976
MC Hornet good 850 .00 34515.
::-:-;;--;---:---;-:--;-:-;-120
gal. fish aquarium. Light hood,
s, filters , air pump included .
plete set-up. $70 o.b.o. 348-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

alvin

and

1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter.
Formals for Sale . $75 to $100.
Excellent condition. $600.00 345Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
2333 or 348-5808.
6:30 pm 348-7732.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
12/7
For sale one Remington Electric
Soloflex exercise machine . All
adding machine CHEAP . 345- · attachments included. 1 year old.
6797.
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 348_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 120
0259.
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
and runs excellent! Must sell
1983 Mustang GLX .2dr hatch$1 ,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
back V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1217
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint ,
Excellent condition $3250. 345clutch, tires . 104,000 miles .
3020 anytime.
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _120
1980 Chevy Monza. 65000 miles,
good tires, body fair, needs work.
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
$300 OBO 348-8068.
hard case. Good condition $275
call Brian 348-8703.
·
----~----12/6
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 120
1982 Kawasaki 650CSR Ork
'86
YAMAHA
FZ
600 · Blue, Low Miles, New Tires, Batt,
Chain, Must sell First $650. 345red/white/blue, quick, low miles,
6161.
new tires , runs great! Must sell ,
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 12/6
$2600 345-9129.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 120
Acoustic Guitars w/case, strap &
self teaching materials. Call Matt
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 9581 -5631.
11 . Call Mary at 581-3215.
_ __ _ _ _ __ _ 11 /26
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
BIG JEEP CJ-5 '76 . .. V-8
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
Engine, Great Shape, Body Averlooks great. $750.00 348-1983.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 120
age Shape, $2000, 581-3003.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
Formals very nice. Lavender and
'81 Olds Cutlass, new engine ,
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9.
tires, brakes, $1850 OBO. 345$25 OBO 348-5541 .
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7.
3738.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 12/6
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies
New Macintosh Plus $700 ;
never worn tags are attached
Honda 80 cc . Scooter $600 .
$30.00. Call 581-5758.
Phone 217-923-3218.
- - - , - -- - -- -120
Mice-$.99, 10 gallon tank-$6.99,
29 gallon tank and hood-$59.99,
anoles-$4.99 . SWIFTS: copper,
jade , yellow stripe , red sided .
LIZARDS:
giant
ameiva ,
LOST: white kitten, one blue eye
tokaygecko-$18.95, lg . crevice
and one green eye. If found call
spiney, gold tegu, leopard moun345-8669.
.
tain horned, baby green iguanas_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
$44 .95. SNAKES: 3" BoaLOST : gold rope bracelet. If
$249.99, baby red and grey rat,
found , call Jennifer at 345-6511 .
banded california king, patchTHANKS.
nose, garters, 2 1/2" ball pythons
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 11 /15
2 inches thick-$99 .99 . PLUS :
FOUND: Puppy behind Dale
tarantulas, turtles , tree frogs,
Bayles Tuesday afternoon. Brown
scorpions, newts, rabbits-$14.95,
with black tail and RED FLEA
hamsters , parakeets, cockatiels.
COLLAR . Male-he 's at An imal
PETROPICS open evenings and
o.n . Slul]tJ)r, 345 -4 J J 2 . u<l~ ,GEJ!L
1weeken<1: · 5th. f1-n d 1Ma
YOUR' DOG! .,._
I
I
348 1011r.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 11 /18
11 /18
FOUND: Phi Sigma Sigma magZenith 25 " console TV $150.
net at Daily Eastern News. Claim
Marantz speakers (165 watts)
to identify at Student Publica$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 All tions.
band communication receiver
$150 . More . 345-4426 after 10
a.m.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ 1217
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
Good condition . $1800 O.B.O.
PARTY-QUARTER BE ERS, NO
Call Ken 345:9735,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 120
COVER ALL NITE , $ 1.00
AMARETTO SO URS, SCREWEX band member sel ling good
DRIVERS , ETC . TR Y TE D'S
stuff: Fender standard tele, MarINSTEAD.
shall 8040 amp , Digitech PDS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
20120 , Pro-co RAT $700 for all.
We Pay Cash for Bro ke n gold
345-1 377.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
jewelry, diamonds , class ring s,
gold or silver coins & coll ection
Pioneer Stereo System-Double
modern & antique gun s. The
Cassette, AM/ FM , Turntab le ,
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Speakers, with Rack $175 . BarSquare. 348-1011
ber Chair $50. 349-8994.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 12/6

Hobbes

Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays,
Christmas, Anniversaries, Special
Occasions . Call 581-3110 8-12
and 1-5 M-F for details.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 12/6
European Tan Spa . Call 345911+ 1.
_ _ _ _ca11/5,7,12,14,19,21
PARTY-QUARTER BEERS, NO
COVER ALL NITE, $1 .00
AMARETTOR. SOURS, SCREWDRIVERS, ETC. TRY TED 'S
INSTEAD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
European Tan Spa . Call 345911+ 1.
_ _ __ ca11 /5,7,12,14,19,21
Come home for the holidays .
Book your Thanksgiving/Christmas party at MOTHER 'S. Call
Jeff or Scott after 7:00 p.m. Nitely. 345-2455.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
Make your Dinner Reservations
for Parents Weekend. Reflections
Restaurant 345 -2516 . Buffet
$7.95, Also Special Menu Items,
Live Music-Nov.16, 1991, Benji &
the BeBops 9 :30 p.m. to 1 :00
a.m .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
PARTY-MAKE TED 'S YOUR
PLACE TO PARTY ON THURSDAYS WITH QUARTER BEERS.
NO COVER ALL NITE . TRY
TED'S INSTEAD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 / 14
FOR A BLAST FROM THE PAST
SHOP-JUST SPENCE'S. 1148
6th Street. Anniversary sale
Thursday , Nov . 14 - Saturday,
Nov. 16. Open Tuesday-Saturday
1-5p.m. Home # 345-1469.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 11 /15
PHI SIG NEOPHYTES: Congratulations on going active. I knew
you guys could do it. Love, Will.
_ __ __ __ _ _ 11 /14
PARTY-MAKE TED 'S YOUR
PLACE TO PARTY ON THURSDAYS WITH QUARTER BEERS.
NO COVER ALL NITE . TRY
TED'S INSTEAD.
11 /14
KARLA SCHLEIER: You 'll make
an awesome Phi Sig Active! We
•are bath very proud of you! Love,
Mom & Dad_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 / 14
Mitch Gibson: Congratulations on
being named IFC V.P. Standard,
from your Lambda Chi bros.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
Congrats to the Lambda Chi's &
Tri -Sigs for winning waterbasketball .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
KATH Y KISSANE : Congratulations on Fl NALL Y turning 2 1 !
Now you can drink with the Best
of Us! HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Love,
Kinger.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
IMPORTANT SAMS MEETING :
5:30 TONIGHT IN TH E UNI ON
WALKWAY . AT LEAST ONE
MEMBER FOR EACH PARTICIPATING GROUP FOR ROC K-ALIKE AND AL L COMMITTEE
MEMBERS MUST ATTEND .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 / 14

by Bill Watterson
~1

ll'K£ C.OM.ES SUSIE .
l'tl\ GJING TO it\RDW A.
Pl~( coo~ t:...1 ~ER .

PARTY-QUARTER BEERS, NO
COVER ALL NITE, $1 .00
AMARETTO SOURS, SCREWDRIVERS , ETC . TRY TED'S
INSTEAD.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 11/14
SIGMA Pl would like to congratulate all the GREEK WEEK Cochairs.
=c-=..,....-,,....,..,.,...,,--,:=--....,.--11 /14
DELTA CHIS: Surprise-Be at
Ike's at Nine with a Date. Sammy .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 11 /14
APICS will have a speaker meeting Tuesday November 19 at
7:00 p.m. in Lumpkin 29. All
majors welcome.
,..,.-.,..-,---~---,-,-,-11 /15
Katie Lyons: Congratulations on
getting lavaliered to Steve Glazer
of PIKES! Your sisters are so
happy for you!
~-------,,------,11 /14
Kendyl Kinshaw: Congratulations
on getting lavaliered ! I'm so
happy for you guys. ASA love
and mine, Lynelle.
--------~11 /14
KRIS O'BRIEN : Congratulations
on getting pinned to Blake Stone
of Delta Chi. Your ASA sisters
are so happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
KENDYL KINSHAW: Congratulations on getting lavaliered to
Dave Godsell of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Your ASA sisters are so happy
for you!
~~-=--;"7"~'7'7"~-=--....,...11 114
KWANE MCDONALD , Happy
birthday sweetie! Let's go for a
late night prowl soon . Love,
Michelle.
-----~---11 /14
European Tan Spa . Call 345911+ 1.

Dan , "O made a mess"-Thanks
for keeping me in line! You were
an awesome date! Love, Kerry.
--------~11 /14
BABY GATORS-HANG IN
THERE. THE COMING OF
ADULT GATORHOOD IS NEAR!
LOVE ALWAYS, TOM.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11 /14
JANELLE AND ALL AST'S: NICE
JOB WITH THIS BATCH OF
BABY
GATORS .
LOVE
ALWAYS, TOM.
_ __ __ __ _ _ 11 / 14
STEVE , Thanks for making my
first AIGaDel Ball so much fun!
We ' ll have to go bQot kickin '
soon! It was a blast! Your the
best! Love, Kali.
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
Michelle and Mike , you guys are
the best parents a kid could ask
for! You Spoil me ROTTEN! I love
you guys! Love your one & only
favorite daughter! KALI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14

~--~ca11 /5,7 , 12 , 14 , 19,21

Bill and Kristin, You guys are the
best Alpha Phi parents! Hope I
wasn't too out of hand! Love,
Jackie.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 11 /14
Amy Sherwood: Happy 20th!
Today is your day to shine! Have
a spectacular show! We love you!
Amelia and J.
-----~-~ 11 / 14

AL'PHA GAMS: GET THOSE
SHOES & LET'S GO BOWLING!
SEE YA THERE AT 9:45!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
KATIE FITZGERALD: Congratulations on being our DREAM
GIRL! We are very happy for you!
Love, Your Alpha Garn Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /14
Dan & Terr y, Way to go ! N<;>
longer PIKE PLEDGES! We're all
proud of you guys! Love, the girls
of 1528.

Get All Your
Christmas
Gift Ideas
from the
Daily Eastern
News
Christmas
Gitt Guide

Coming
November
21st

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal! ·
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD

for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

----

*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO SELL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

'C., 1'11'1) 11•••••·• ' .1' ' " ...... ...,,, ,a,. ;i,1..

oonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I 5fKJUW WARN Ya/, THaJGH,
I M4Y NOT Be ABU3 7V use IT.
[)tJ.A F!J,85 CONTAIN A WT Or
RAW OA?'A . I'M NOT IN ~~'""'
7Ht EJUSIN/3'75 or
PASSING ON UN- '
5U8STANTIATW
AJ,J-£36ATIONS.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address:
YOU'R&-

RIGHT.

I8UTeR.GO.

I

I

NO, TE3U .1

Tt;l-/,./

·\

Phone:

-------

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
.No. words/days _ __ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ __ _
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Costello leads swimmers by example WIU-UNI showdown

By JEFF ORMOND
Staff writer

Junior co-captain Bill Costello
drives his swim team by example.
He will never be confused with a
New York driver who blows his
horn and shouts at the top of his
lungs. Costello is modest and
soft-spoken - a Midwestern guy.
"He's a pretty quiet guy," says
senior co-captain Jeff Moll. "He
and a couple of other guys will
rib each other and clown around
in the pool once in a while, but
he's not boisterous (or) cocky...
he's a real quiet person who
instead of saying, Tm a great
swimmer', just does it... and you
notice."
Costello, a junior from
Willowbrook, captured the only
first place finish for the men's
team at the EIU Invitational last
weekend. He recorded a mark of
:54.5 in the 100-yard butterfly.
He is also regarded by Ea!!tern
head coach Ray Padovan as the
team's top backstroke performer.
Costello began swimming at
the age of five, partly because of
an injury sustained by his sister.
" My older sister broke her
arm ... the doctors made her swim
for therapy," said Costello. "It

preaching things, Bill leads by
example. Instead of telling people
to swim fast, he swims fast.
People on the team look up to
that and try to compare themselves to him."
Padovan believes his team
chose the right man for one of the
co-captain spots.
"Captains aren't always chosen
as the best swimmers," said
Padovan. "Usually it's someone
who shows leadership a~d I think
he was the right choice,"
Costello, who has a set a goal
this season of finishing the 100yard fly in 50 seconds, describes
himself as "sort of mellow in
practice", but "when it comes to
Bill Costello
the meets I get serious."
just became a family thing."
So what does being one of the
During his high school.days at team captains mean for Costello.
Hinsdale Central, Costello partic"Not too much," he says with a
ipated on the water polo club in laugh. "No, I think I like it when
additi9n to the swim team. people ask me about their events,
However, swimming did not fac- when they ask for advice."
tor into his decision to attend
Padovan hopes to see Costello
Eastern.
improve as the season continues.
"I was kind of burnt out from
"I think Bill is swimming
high school swimming; I didn ' t much, much better than he was
start swimming until my sopho- last year at this period of the seamore year (at Eastern)," he said.
son," Padovan said. "I hope he's
"He's a leader in the pool... he swimming real well at the end of
swims hard in practice," Moll the season to show he 's · prosaid of Costello . "Instead of gressed further."

tops Gateway slate

While the Eastern Panthers
will be trying to knock off the
Southwest Missouri State Bears
at 1:30 Saturday in a Parents'
Weekend contest, the Gateway
Conference title will be on the
line in Macomb, Ill.
Western Illinois, which
1991 Gateway Football Conference
Conference All g
enters the game on top of the
4 1 0
7 21
lllinois
Gateway heap at 4-1 in confer- Western
3 10
8I
Northern Iowa
4 20
74
ence play, takes on second-place Southern Illinois
6 31
3 2 0
Missouri State
Northern Iowa in a 1:00 p.m. SW
240
461
Indiana State
130
360
contest at Hanson Field that will EASTERN
140
450
Illinois State
likely decide which team will
receive an automatic bid to the Saturday's games
NCAA Division I-AA playoffs.
SW Missouri St. at EASTERN, 1:30 p.m.
The Leathernecks, who were Western Kentucky at Indiana State, 12:30 p
Illinois State at Northern Illinois, 1:05 p.m.
predicted to finish in a tie for Northern Iowa at Western Illinois, 1:00 p.m.
last in a preseason coaches poll
and are currently 13th in the lat- third in the Gateway, and
est top 20 poll, are coming off a ranks fifth in all-purpose ru
44-6 drubbing of Morgan State ning, a category which he le
and the purple Panthers, who are the conference i~. with 167.6
ranked fourth with an overall yards a game.
• Jones' runningmat
record of 8-1 and are 3-1 in the
Gateway, defeated Indiana State Edson Castillo is second in
league in scoring (7 .5 points
49-21 a week ago.
Northern Iowa leads the all- game) and sixth in the league·
time series 13-6 and have won yards rushing per game (57.5).
• Sophomore quarterbac
the last 10 battles in a row,
Jeff
Thorne is still the league
including the last four games
leader
in passing efficiency wi
played at Hanson Field.
a
rating
of 158.9. That rating·
If the purple Panthers
also
good
enough to place hi
should happen to win on
third
in
the
nation in the sa
Saturday, it would give Eastern's
of the Angels was fifth with 10
cate_gory.
Panthers a chance to put a
points.
• Other Panther leade
damper on Northern Iowa's
For Clemens, 1991 ended
include
punter Brian Pindar
playoff plans if they would upset
much differently from 1990,
free
safety
Tony Farrell. Pin
them on Nov. 23.
when he was ejected in Game 4
who
led
the
Gateway in punti
While the Eastern Panthers'
of the AL playoffs against
a
year
ago,
leads
the league wi
Oakland ~f!er,.g~t]pg_ !Jl!.Q. ~ ~~J-;. "' playoff hopes are gone, they do an '!.verJ~.ge.J>un_t of 38.5 yar
bar altercaticfn "flt um")>i'Te"i'efiy-· · fila~e .some:~~~,
highly in some conference statis- and Farrell is second in interc
Cooney and bumping umpire Jim
tions per game with 0.63 (
tical races.
Evans. This time, Boston faded
interceptions).
in the stretch as Toronto won the
• Senior tailback Jamie
An interesting fact that c
AL East title.
Jones is ranked in the top 10 in
sum
up the disappointing
Clemens started fast, winning
all of Division I-AA in a pair of
season
that the Panthers
his first six decisions, but had a
categories. Jones, the Gateway's
enduring:
they have lost five
3-5 slump after that and was 11-5
all-time leading rusher, is ranked
at the All-Star break. He was 4-0
ninth nationally in rushing aver- their games by a total of s'
in September before losing two
aging 119 .67 yards, good for points.
October starts.
-Don O'Bri

Clemens captures third Cy Young
NEW YORK (AP) - Roger (1973-75-76) had done it previClemens, the Boston Red Sox ously in the AL. Steve Carlton
right-hander who led the league won four NL Cy Youngs and
in ERA and strikeouts, won his Tom Seaver three.
Sandy Koufax is the only one
third American League Cy
to win three Cy Youngs when the
Young Award on Wednesday.
Clemens, who also won in award covered pitchers in both
1986 and 1987, got 21 first-place leagues.
Erickson, 20-8 with a 3.43
votes, four seconds and three
thirds in balloting by the ERA for the World Series chamBaseball Writers Association of pion Minnesota Twins, got three
America. His 119 points easily firsts_, 12 seconds and five thirds.
Jim Abbott of the California
beat Minnesota's Scott Erickson,
Angels, 18-11 with a 2.89 ERA,
who had 56 points.
Clemens, 18-10 this year with was third, with five seconds and
a 2.62 ERA and 241 strikeouts, 11 thirds for 26 points. Jack
became the fifth three-time Cy Morris of the Twins was fourth
Young winner. Only Jim Palmer · with 17 points and Bryan Harvey
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NEED EXTRA MONEY?
National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses'
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I
Steak n' Cheese Choagy style) I
w/fries $2. 49
I
or try with Coors Cutter non-alcholic beer $2. 1
$1. 25 Large Drafts I
$1. 25 Bottles
I
Tonite:. 2 for $1 Pizza Slices
I
ON CAMPUS
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A FAMILY (OMEPY
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$1.00

PITCHERS

$1.00
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ruto adjusts to coaching job Soccer
Kruto played injury-free in her
senior campaign. In a game
against the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee, she had
28 kills, which was good enough
for a school record, that still
stands today.
She also holds season highs of
434 kills, 1,257 attempts and 549
digs. She is Eastern 's all-time
leader with 1,03 7 kills and 163
aces.
To add to her list of credentials,
she was also named Honorable
Mention in the Gateway
Conference her senior year.
Both Ralston and Kruto both
agree that redshirting Kruto her
sophomore year would have been
a smart option to t_!ike, but neither
one of them knew for sure Kruto
was going to return to school that
year.
"At the time I didn't want to
redshirt. Now that I look back, I
wasted a good month and a half
of my sophomore year," Kruto
said.
"I think if she would have redshirted, she would have made a
difference on this team. We would
be much stronger," Raslton said.
"She's one of the most instinctive players that I have coached.
She could see things happen,"
Ralston said. "It may frustrate her
as a coach that things she can pick
up, others can not see as easily:"
As far as the Kruto's future is
concerned, she said, "I hope to be
a sports nutritionist."
As far as coaching is con-cerned, she said, "I don't know. I
definitely know I won't be an elementary coach. I don't have the
patience, maybe high school."

r student assistant volleyball
h Diane Kruto, making the
tment from being a star on
urt to calling plays from the
h was a difficult task to
to, who was a four-year
r for the Lady Panthers,
her bachelor's degree in
economics. Her coaching
nt position was welcomed
when she decided to return
tern to work toward her M.
home economics this year.
liked Eastern. I like the
economics department and
ve a lot of respect for the
ers," Kruto said.
he knows her playing days
over. She's accepted that,"
Eastern head coach Betty

n.
missed (playing volleyball)
t," said Kruto. "I look at it
a totally different perspecnow. I sat on the bench before
n I was hurt, but I just
bed the game. Now, I sit on
bench and watch for things to

n.
It felt very awkward mostly
use I didn't feel like the playrespected me. I mean I was
there playing with them," she
"I didn't feel like I had the
authority to tell the players
to do. It took a while to talk
m. It hasn't been easy to talk
m as a group. I like to talk
em one-on-one, try to give
a tip here and there."
think everyone had always
ected her," Ralston said.
eryone knew what she could

Diane Kruto
do on the court. She was never a
flashy person, she just got the job
done."
"She calls serves. She helps out
with defense and serve receive
patterns," Ralston said. "She was
the best passer we've ever had."
Kruto, who is from Chicago
Lane Tech High School, had a
strong first year at the collegiate
level. In fact, she was voted as the
Gateway Conference's Newcomer
of the Year in 1987.
"She was very strong as a
freshman. She could hit the ball
through the blocks," Ralston said.
In her second season of wearing a Lady Panther uniform,
Kruto suffered a knee injury early
in the season which sidelined her
until the last part of the season.
A knee injury in the preseason
of her junior year forced her to sit
out the first part of that season
also, but she did see action.
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"I see positives with the people we have coming back,"
Hollimon, who was the teams Mosnia said. "It's a different
leading scorer with 11 goals breed, so I see good things hapand six assists, along with Terry pening in the future."
Dixon, Jeff Bullock and Dino
The players Mosnia is referRaso have all completed their ring to include freshmen,
career
Eastern.
Angelo Sestito, Ricardo Tovar,
Another player that will not Robert Tomic and Paul
be on the Panther roster a year Agyeman, who all saw a good
from now is four-year letterman - amount of playing time.
Tom Pardo, who will also be
Between the four, they congraduating. Pardo, a midfielder tributed 35 points to the team,
for Eastern, had mixed emo- scoring 14 goals and adding
tions on how the season went seven assists.
for him and felt that the team
Most of that scoring was due
could have won more games.
to Agyeman, who came over
"It (the season) was exciting, from Canada to be the Panthers
it was depressing and it was second leading scorer. He
finally a relief," Pardo said. scored 11 goals and added four
"Me and a lot of my teammates assists for a total of 26 points.
believe that when we look back
Agyeman said that it was not
on the losses we had this year, a pleasing season as far as he is
we could have won five of the concerned, but added that he
nine, or maybe even more."
was happy that he was able to
Goaltending was also a posi- adjust at the college level.
tive part of the Panther season.
"It was a frustrating season,"
Sophomore's John Gouriotis Agyeman said. "We had such
and Eric Manibog split time in high expectations and it just did
the nets for Eastern.
not go as expected. I was
Gouriotis, a London, Ont- pleased that I was able to fit in
ario, Canada native, appeared with a college team, because I
in 17 games, totaling 1,380 wasn't sure at first if I could do
minutes. He came up with 86 it."
saves and had a goals against
Agyeman said that although
average of 1.50, while shutting everybody will not be back
out four opponents (two shared next season, the _team should
with Gouriotis).
not be at a loss for talented
Manibog saw playing time in players.
seven of the Panthers games.
"We're going to be losing
He had 32 saves and a GAA of some key players, like Tom
1.64.
Pardo and LeBaron, he said.
Probably the most important "We've got a pretty good core
part of the season, was that a coming back next year,
base of young players was set though."
for years to come.
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We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm
•

CHEESY BEEF, FRIES, & 20 OZ DRINK
(Your choice of provolone or cheddar)

Thursdays
only

THURSDAY

STEAK NIGHT

NO COVER

8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

ALL NIGHT

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

$2~
$1 QQ
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= = DAY

•

All Import Drafts
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•And 60 Salad Items To Tempt You
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•Hand Carved Roast Beef &Ham Only
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Panthers schedule
-Navy.for '93 seaso
By R.J. GERBER
Staff writer

SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer
Freshman defensive tackle Chris Wilkerson and a Panther teammate bring down Western Kentucky'flanker
Dwayne Haun in the Hilltoppers 28-26 win. The Panthers host Southwest Missouri State on Saturday.

Panthers weary of secondary
By R.J. GERBER
Staff writer

When Eastern quarterback
Jeff Thome stares across the line
Saturday against the Southwest
Missouri State defense, one of
his biggt;st concerns could be
the Bears' secondary:
Southwest boasts a pair of
defensive backfield standouts in
sophomore cornerback Adrion
Smith and senior free safety
Marcus Shipp. Smith, a 5-10,
173-pounder from Kansas City,
Mo., is ranked 10th in the nation
with seven interceptions and has
also broken up 10 other passes.
He picked off three in one game
earlier this season to earn
Gateway Conference defensive
player of the week honors.
Thorne is throwing for an
average of 190 yards per game
and has tossed 18 touchdowns,
while connecting on 64 percent
of his passes (128-201). That
percentage is good enough for a
third-place ranking in Division
I-AA. The Wheaton Central

High School product has been five, in the Gateway race for top
intercepted only six times in honors in the category. Branch
nine games this year.
had some cautious praise for his
"Our secondary has been budding star.
awfully good," said sixth-year · "He has played awfully well,"
SMSU head coach Jesse Branch. said Branch, who is 2-3 against
"I think we have the best effi- the Panthers, and 38-27 _1 in his
ciency rating in the Gateway. career. "To get seven intercepShipp is having a fine year and tions you have to be in the right
he's the one that directs the traf- place at the right time, but he
has dropped a couple. He's a
fic back there."
For the record, the Bears are good athlete, but he's only a
third in the league, giving up sophomore, so there's room for
1,379 yards in 10 games. SMSU improvement."
Panther head coach Bob Spoo
is 6-3 overall, and 3-2 in
has plenty to be concerned about
Gateway action.
Shipp, a 6-foot-2, 190- with the explosive Bears' option
pounder out of Oklahoma City, attack on offense, but he is
has two interceptions to his aware of the athletic ability of
credit and is also the Bears' Southwest's defense.
fourth-leading tackler with 77.
"Shipp and Smith really run
He was a first-team All-Gateway · well," said Spoo, who has beat-performer in 1990. For his en the Bears both times they've
career the co-captain has eight played at O'Brien Stadium.
interceptions.
"They're secondary is excellent.
At the left corner position, You've got to really sustain or
Smith is quickly becoming one they'll run you down."
of the best in the conference. His
Eastern, 3-6 and 1-3, hosts
seven interceptions leads SMSU in its final home game of
Eastern's Tony Farrell, who has the season at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

After scrambling to find an
opponent for Eastern's 1992
football opener, which was left
vacant because of Akron's cancelation, Athletic Director Mike
Ryan has filled that void and
also scheduled the Naval
Academy for the 1993 campaign
- a game which represents the
largest guarantee in the athletic
department's history. ·
Eastern will receive $110,000
to play the Midshipmen. The
contest will take place in
Annapolis, Md., on Sept. 18;
that brings the Panthers' road
game total to seven for the 1993
season, compared to just four
home games. Eastern will open
the year at Murray State Sept. 4,
and travel to McNeese State the
next Saturday, before being
hosted by the Midshipmen.
"In a back-handed way Akron
was responsible for us getting
the Navy game," said Ryan. The
Zips canceled dates in both 1992
and '94 because of their ne.w
affiliation with the Mid-American Conference. Eastern was
able to land the Navy game with
the help of Soutbern lll,inois and
Central State of Ohio. Both
institutions reworked their 1993
schedules in order for the
Panthers to play the Middies.
"Playing Navy will afford us
an excellent opportunity to provide further recognition, exposure and national credibility to
our football program," said
Ryan in a released statement. He
said the fact of hosting only four
games does "create an imbalance of sorts as we -will have
only four home games as compared to seven on the road.
However, as strictly a one-time
venture, we felt that the positive
aspect far out-weighed the negative in this instance.".
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
said that while the revenue is
attractive, he is unsure as to
"whether future recruits will look
at the Navy game as an added
incentive to sign with the
Panthers.
"I think finances come into
play heavily nowadays, particularly at the I-AA level," said
Spoo. "I don't know that you

1992
Sept. 5
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. JO
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov.14

at Austin Peay
at Marshall
MURRAY STATE
at Illinois State
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
INDIANA STATE
at Western Illinois
at Southwest Missouri
at Youngstown State
NORTHERN IOWA
WESTERN KENTUCKY

Sept. 4
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

at Murray State
at McNeese State
at Navy
WESTERN ILLINOIS
at Indiana State
at Northern Iowa
ILLINOIS STATE
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI
NW LOUISIANA
at Western Kentucky
at Southern Illinois

1993

Home games in ALL CAPS.

can turn it down. But I'm
sure in what regards prospe
would perceive the Nav
Academ y. (Someone like)
Washington would be a selli
point, but this game is too f
into the future."
As for the Panthers' ope
next season, they will travel
Clarksville, Tenn., Sept. 5,
take on the Governors of Aus
Peay. Akron dropped the con
against the Panthers, which
to have been played at O'Bri
Stadium.
Ryan said a financial gua
tee from Austin Peay is hard
pinpoint at this time.
"It's a little premature," s
Rya_n. "We've agreed on a s
cjfic figure, but we will p
things down a little closer
game time. It's between $10,
and $15,000."
Ryan added the factors
rooms and meals for the ti
Eastern spends in Clarksvil
could add or detract from
revenue.
Spoo said only four ho
games is something which is
that out of the ordinary.
"It is an exceptional situ
tion," he said. "But there
precedents for that. I thi
Southern was in the same sit
tion and did very well
Actually, the Salukis had on
six road contests this season,
finished the 'year at 7-4, its
record since 1983.

After quick start, hooters struggle to 9-9-1 finis
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

After starting out the season
winning five of its first six
games, the Eastern soccer team
had high expectations for the
year. Thoughts of a MidContinent Conference title and a
trip to the NCAA tournament
were not out of the question in
the minds of the players, but
something happened.
Nobody quite knows what
that something was, but the
team went on to win only four
of its final 13 games and fin -

ished the year with a 9-9-1 overall record and a 4-3-1 mark in
the Mid-Continent.
Eastern head coach Cizo
Mosnia said that he would be
the first one to say that the season did not go as well as expected.
"We had our ups and downs,"
Mosnia said. "Somewhere down
the line, we couldn't keep
everything in the right perspective."
The Eastern season did have
some highlights; including scoring nine goals in a game (a 9-0

Mid-Continent Conference Soccer
Conference Overall
Akron
Wright State

Nonhern Ill
EASTERN
Cleve. St.

Western Ill.
Wis.Green Bay
Valpo

Ill.-Chicago

6 0 0
6 I 0
5 2 I
4 3 I
3 4 0
3 4 0
3 5 0
I 6 0
I 7 0

12 6 I
10 9 I
IO 5 I
9 9 I
6120 .
8 100

713 0
6 11 2
613 0

victory over Valparaiso), barely
losing to fourth-ranked Southern
Methodist University (1-0) and
ruining Wright State University's chances of a conference
title in its first season in the

Mid-Continent with a 3-2 victory.
As far as individual goals are
concerned, a number of players
came up with some impressive
performances during the course
of the season.
Senior forward LeBaron
Hollimon's season included the
Mid-Continent Player of the
Week, the Mid-Continent
Athlete of the Month and he was
also drafted by the Tulsa
Ambush of the National
Professional Soccer League,
which is where he is likely to go

after he graduates from Easte
"It was an interesting se
son," Hollimon said. "I expec
our team to do better. I think
mental part of the game w
probably our biggest proble
We didn't come to all oft
games the same way.
weren't as well prepared for
of the games like we were ~
the big ones.
"We had some big wins a
we played well at times. T
season wasn't a total loss, it j
didn't go as we expected it to."
• Continued on page II

